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PLAYTEST
The Designated Infirmary Care unit, or Richard for short, is 
well programmed for the care of Humans, and recently, 
Mikwa. He performs admirably at his job, and is quite liked by 
his patients for his professional demeanor, and his smooth, 
unambiguously british accent.

Choose Richard if you want to play a dedicated healer 
that can keep the team on its feet in combat, and heal 
damage inbetween fights.

Background:
 Richard was purpose built as a doctor to serve on 
a human Lunar colony, back in the United Solar Alliance. 
He was elected to serve on the Albatross because of his 
spotless medical care record.
 Richard served diligently on board the Albatross, and 
after the unfortunate orbital incident, he established himself 
as a doctor in Voyager base Odal, Perhaps after so many 
years of operation, he manifested some sort of personality 
as a glitch, but seeing so many people come back in dire 
straights filled him with a powerful urge, an urge to go out 
and help.
 At Richard’s request, he was refitted to be more 
effective in a combat zone, and sent out with Desmond to go 
on his first patrol.
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HEALING STEALTH

Knowledge: 
Biology
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Buster Pistol
A common human pistol that fires 
bolts of energy.
Damage: 2d6+1
Range: 15/30/60 sq
Rate of Fire: 3
Shots: 15
Notes: AP2
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Heroic (Major)
Richard is bound by the hippocratic 
oath, and will render medical aid to 
any living creature that asks it.

Loyal (Minor)
Richard would never abandon one of 
his team members.

Pacifist (Minor)
Richard, as a doctor, does not 
generally like to hurt people, but he 
will not shy away if necessary.

Cold Logic
Despite his advanced personality 
programming, Richard can have 
trouble with organics. -2 Charisma.

Ghostless Shell
Richard’s spirit cannot exceed a d6

Robot Code of Ethics
A robot cannot harm, or by inaction 
bring harm to humans.
A robot must obey orders given by 
established command staff.
Orders from higher rank take 
precedence. In the event of 
conflicting orders, it must evaluate 
and take the most logical action.
A robot must protect its own 
existence as long as it does not 
conflict with the first and second law.

Alertness
Richard’s medical programming makes 
him very perceptive.

Healer
Richard is programmed to perform 
medical procedures, so naturally he’s a 
talented doctor.

Construct
Richard gains a +2 bonus to recover 
from shaken, ignores wound modifiers 
and is immune to Poison, Disease, 
Suffocation and Drowning. He cannot 
heal naturally, and must be Repaired 
with the Repair skill.

Fearless
Richard does not feel fear.

Programming
Richard began with a free d8 in Healing.

Mobility Mode
Richard’s legs fold up into treads, 
allowing him to move more quickly. His 
pace is increased to 10.

Medical Suite
Richard can store a medical pack in 
his body, meaning he never suffers 
penalties to Healing. It also gives him 
a 10-use medpak that can be refilled. 
Each use grants +2 to Healing.

Healing
Richard, being a doctor, can heal his 
teammates. Richard can attempt to heal 
any wound suffered within the last 
hour. Each attempt takes 10 minutes.
Richard can only attempt to heal a 
wound on a given patient once within 
the hour, after that he’s done all he can 
do. 
Make a Healing trait test. A success 
removes 1 wound from the target, 
and each raise removes an additional 
wound.
Penalties: Richard suffers a penalty 
to Healing equal to his patient’s wound 
penalties.

Incapacitated Patients: If the 
patient is Incapacitated, a successful 
Healing test only removes 
Incapacitated. 
a second healing roll is required to 
actually remove wounds.

Biogel Bandage
Richard can apply an advanced 
biogel that helps seal wounds. With 
a successful Healing roll, richard 
applies the gel to an ally’s wounds, 
allowing them to safely ignore their 
wound penalties.
Biogel bandages do not actually heal 
wounds.

Pocom
A pocket-sized computerphone

Pocom Mediscanner
A medical scanner for the Pocom

E-Canteen
A self-heating/cooling canteen

Comm Bit
A short-range in-ear communicator

Utilitorch
A flashlight that can become a lantern

E-Ration
A self-heating meal ready-to-eat

Biogel Bandage x5
A tube of gel that seals wounds.

Medpak
Various medical tools for operating on 
patients. 10 uses. Grants +2 Healing.


